Where Dreams Meet Reality

SUENO

RECORD YOUR DREAMS

INTERPRET AND UNDERSTAND YOUR EMOTIONAL CONCERNS

LIVE A BETTER WAKING LIFE BY UNDERSTANDING YOUR DREAMING LIFE

Featuring inventions of top graders
MANIFESTO

Last night when you went to sleep, your brain went flagrantly psychotic during REM sleep. When we dream there are five things that occur. First we hallucinate by seeing things that aren’t actually there. Second, we become delusional by believing things otherwise impossible in the real world. Third, we suffer from disorientation by confusing place and time. Fourth we experience wild fluctuations in emotions. Finally, we suffer amnesia when we wake the next morning from memory loss of most if not all of that dream experience. But what if we didn't forget?

RECORD

Through our patented technology, simply attach your SUENO around the head until comfortable. Click ‘Record’ button and fall asleep. The next morning, open the SUENO app to view the recording.

LEARN

There have been numerous studies around the way dreams act as our brains natural way of therapy, fight vs flight response training, creative outlets, and as memory retention. Our technology reads these patterns and in turn gives a diagnosis and analysis to these dreams. The more you know about yourself, the more you can live.

WHY SUENO?

The Role of Dreams
- Therapists
- Fight or Flight response training
- Muse
- Memory Aid

Record
Attach the SUENO around your head until comfortable and hit Record.

Analyze
Our technology physiologically studies your dream pattern and provides insights.

Live
When you understand your dreaming life, you can live a better waking life.